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FOREWORD

Farmers who already direct seed can further cut down on their production
costs by using the PhilRice Drumseeder.

This improved drumseeder offers rice farmers susbstantial savings from
their usual practice of direct seeding up to 6 cavans of seeds per hectare. This
tool also cuts down on expensive chemical sprays to control weeds.

Now, farmers can “direct seed” pre-germinated seeds in straight rows,
using only 1-2 cavans of seeds per hectare. What’s more, the seeds are planted
in rows, making it possible for farmers to use mechanical weeders.

Encouraging results from farmers’ fields, as well as suggestions from the
end-users themselves led PhilRice engineers Eulito Bautista and Eden Gagelonia
to improve the original design of the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI).
The provision of flat bar “furrowers” was in fact suggested by farmers.

Two improved models are now being promoted for commercialization un-
der the Collaborative Program on Rice Mechanization (CPRIME) under the leader-
ship of PhilRice.

SANTIAGO R. OBIEN
           Director



PhilRice Drumseeder
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Spacing between rows : 20 cm
Machine weight : 12 kg

Hopper diameter : 152 mm
Hopper length : 260 mm

Groundwheel diameter : 482 mm

1. handle
2. groundwheel
3. shaft

4. hopper or
seed cylinder

5. furrower

2 3 4 5
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Introduction
Labor shortage during peak planting operations hike labor

costs, forcing many farmers to plant by direct seeding. Farm-
ers use as much as 6 to 8 cav/ha to control weeds, to compen-
sate for potential seed losses from birds, rodents, golden snail,
and from heavy rains. Some farmers also wrongly believe that
the more seedlings growing together, the more yield will be
available at harvest.

With the PhilRice Drumseeder, a farmer can plant 1 ha in 1
day, in straight rows; control weeds with a mechanizal weeder,
and use only 1 to 2 cav/ha, a saving of up to 6 cav from his
usual practice.

Problems Addressed
1. High cost of labor

2. Labor shortage

3. High seeding rate

4. Weed control

Intended Beneficiaries
• Lowland and upland farmers

Cost to Beneficiaries (as of 1994)

• P2,500 - P3,000/unit (sheet metal)

• P4,000/unit (stainless steel)
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Outstanding Features
1. Easy to fabricate

2. Simple and low cost design

3. Portable and lightweight

4. Good for both wet and dry seeding

5. Straight row seeding

6. Allows use of mechanical weeder

7. Reduces seeding rate

8. Protects seeds

Outstanding Features
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As the machine is pulled, the groundwheels and four seed
cylinders connected by a common shaft rotate, forcing seeds
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Operating Requirements
• Manpower : 1-2 man-days/ha

Performance
• Seeding rate/ha : 50, 70, or 110 kg

• Capacity : 8 kg seeds
(2 kg/cylinder)

• Seeding output : 1 ha/day (8 hr)

• No. of rows seeded : 8 rows

out of the twin perforations from each cylinder. Furrowers un-
derneath each cylinder create small canals where seeds drop in
straight rows. The groundwheels keep the rows straight and avoid
slip. Seeding rate is adjusted by placing a rubber band over the
perforations in each cylinder.

Comparative Expenditures on Crop
Establishment, 1993

Transplanting P3,235.00/ha
Drumseeder P1,012.50/ha
Savings P2,222.50/ha

Broadcasting P2,170.00/ha
Drumseeder P1,012.50/ha
Savings P1,157.50/ha
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Operating Procedures

Wet Seeding

1. After the last puddling, level field thoroughly and drain the
water so that the furrowers can create small canals.

2. Soak seeds for 24 hr and incubate for another 24 hr. Stem
radicle must not be more than 1 mm.

3. Drain then load pre-germinated seeds inside the seed
cylinders until the shafting inside the cylinder is slightly
covered.
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5. Pull the drumseeder parallel to a straight levee to
create straight rows. Pull at a normal pace until you
reach the end of the field.

Do not stop in the middle of the field since this will
cause uneven dropping of seeds.

4. Set the seeding rate by adjusting the rubber ring
in the cylinders.

rubber ring
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6. At the end of the field, the operator can lift and
reposition the drumseeder for the succeeding
passes until the field is fully seeded.

7. Refill seed cylinders at the levees.

Dry Seeding

1. Prepare the field thoroughly by breaking all soil
clods and removing weeds and stubbles that
may interfere with the movement of the
drumseeder.

2. Pour clean, dry seeds into the cylinders and
adjust the seeding rate.

3. Pull the drumseeder along the field, marking
the last row for the return pass.

4. Seeded furrows can be covered by a spike
tooth harrow pulled by a draft animal along the
direction of the rows.
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PhilRice

On November 5, 1985, then president Ferdinand E. Marcos signed
Executive Order No. 1061 creating the Philippine Rice Research Institute
or PhilRice. His successor, former president Corazon C. Aquino reaffirmed
this order on November 7, 1986 through Executive Order No. 60, which
broadened and strengthened the mandate of PhilRice. Full operations
began in 1987 in the University of the Philippines at Los Baños, Laguna.

To strengthen its institutional capability, PhilRice in 1988 sought
assistance from the Japanese government for a grant to build its central
experiment station in Maligaya, Muñoz, Nueva Ecija. Through the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA), a fully-equipped research
complex was built and turned over to the Philippines in March 1991. These
facilities were inaugurated in May 1991.

Today, PhilRice coordinates and unifies the research and developmetn
activities of more than 60 agencies working on rice nationwide. This
includes experiment stations of the Department of Agriculture and state
colleges adn universities, strategically located in the country. PhilRice’s
research programs cover rice varietal improvement, planting and
fertilizer management, integrated pest management, rice-based farming
systems, rice engineering and mechanization, rice chemistry and food
science, social science and policy research, and technology transfer.
PhilRice is attached to the Department of Agriculture.


